
MSI’s  #1 priority to “exceed customer expectations” … starts with a #1 Product Line 

B&R Automation: Global – Premier provider of total automation solutions. 
Products include HMI’s, Motion controls, Servo and Stepper motors, PLC’s,  

Industrial PC’s, One programming environment, and much more.

Apex Dynamics, Inc Apex Dynamics, Inc. designs and builds a technically 
advanced, high speed, low backlash servo application planetary gearbox.

Balluff GmbH: More than 40 years of experience in manufacturing sensor 
solutions for industry and factory automation. 

Boston Gear: is a leading global supplier of quality power transmission 
products including, but not limited to food processing, packaging 

machinery, material handling and most others 

Comau Robotics is currently a leading international producer of 
industrial robots.

Chieftek Precision Co Ltd. is devoted to R&D and manufacturing of high 
quality linear motion components, with a focus on long term sustainability.
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Many IoT and Industry 4.0 solutions!

Delta is the global leader in switching power supply solutions since 2002 and 
DC brushless fans since 2006.  They offer the most energy efficient power 

products in the industry.

Dunkermotoren engineers and manufactures system solutions based on: 
Brushless DC servo motors/ brush-type DC motors, Integrated power and 

logic controllers, Planetary and worm gearboxes, Encoders and brakes.

Encoder Products Company EPC is the largest privately-held encoder 
manufacturer in North America, producing the most complete line of 

incremental and absolute rotary encoders.

ABB is a world leader in VFDs and electrical components for many industries, 
including HVAC, Process, Heavy industrial, and many more!  

ABB is a global leader in robot solutions for many industries. ABB also 
has an extensive portfolio of safety solutions with Jokab Safety.

VFDs & Components

Robots & Safety
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MSI Products

HEIDENHAIN, for more than 125 years, has delivered the 
trusted precision measurement and motion control solutions behind the machines 

and devices that move us forward.  

HTM sensors Proven on the most demanding applications.  They stock over 
50,000 sensors and ship the same day you order.  

Many IoT and Industry 4.0 solutions!
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IDEM Focuses their  R&D efforts on producing the finest products by fostering 
innovation and ingenuity, while maintaining compliance with the latest standards 

and approvals.

Intercontec connectors stand for proprietary design, new developments 
instead of copies and great passion for everything that pushes technical 

boundaries. 

KabelSchlepp They supply steel, high grade stainless steel and solid plastic cable 
carriers and plastic cable carriers with aluminum stays in standard sizes or tailor 

made to an individual customer’s requirements in millimeter units.

Kuebler Group  believes in strong customer focus, flexibility, and know-how all 
form the basis for our broad and innovative range of products. These include 

individually tailored product, sector solutions, and solutions for Functional Safety. 

LinTech Motion manufactures a wide range of linear and rotary mechanical 
positioning motion control products, from profile rail linear guides to round rail 

linear bearings. They offer linear components to completely pre-engineered 
positioning actuators, slides, stages and tables. They also have rolled, precision 

rolled, and precision ground ball screw assemblies available in any length 
required for an application. 

Lovato Electric designs and manufactures electrical devices for industrial 
applications with a range of over 10,000 products complying with the strictest 

requirements of international standards.  

Marathon is dedicated to providing customers with quality products for targeted 
applications. They are composed of two strategic product lines: motors and 

generators.

Optex Inc has established a worldwide reputation for quality, innovation, and 
technical excellence. Their products always represent an investment in 

performance and long-term satisfaction.

Posital FRABA Offers the broadest line of encoders, absolute and 
incremental, anywhere supporting every type of Fieldbus.
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PULS makes the most efficient and compact DIN-rail power 
supplies in the world. 

R+W makes industrial zero/low backlash couplings for a large variety 
of applications.

ROLLON is a leading manufacturer of linear motion systems, guides and 
linear actuators. They have significant experience in applications across a 

variety of industries. 

Techtop Motors are designed with unique premium  features to ensure 
reliable operation in severe environments. 

Schmersal offers the largest range of safety switching appliances and systems 
worldwide - for the protection of human life and machines.  

SensoPart concentrates on optoelectronic sensors and image-processing vision 
sensors for factory automation. They also offer inductive, capacitive and 

ultrasonic sensors with wide ranging applications. 

Sprecher + Schuh offers a wide range of low-voltage industrial control 
products, including contactors, a variety of relays, starters, push 

buttons, switches, terminals and controllers.   

Tatsoft is first HMI-SCADA built with pure Microsoft .NET that also supports 
native iPad, iPhone, and Cloud environments. Includes SCADA HMI Client App 

for iPads and iPhones.  

Trio Motion Technology manufactures flexible and economical solutions for 
motion control applications, enabling control of complex high speed 

automation and machine control in most industries throughout the world. 

Unitronics focus is advanced technology PLC+HMI all-in-one solutions.  They 
have a complete range of PLCs, powerful software, and outstanding support.

Weidmuller with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of 
power, signal and data. They set standards in Industrial Connectivity.  

Wieland Electric GmbH celebrated its 100-year anniversary in 2010, is 
among the pioneers in electrical connection technology.   They pride 

themselves on support and advice regarding machine Safety and Solutions.

WITTENSTEIN is committed to being a world class global partner for the 
customers of its intelligent mechatronic drive technology, servo systems and 

components.  Their relationship with their customers, suppliers and colleagues 
represents our core values. 


